FLEXI NARROW AISLE

Flexi HiMAX AC

Engineered for high lift
capability
1250mm or 1350mm wide chassis, plus special
rear tyres, delivers excellent load rating and
stability.

Heavy duty fixed mast
Heavy duty mast sections fixed in a double deck
front frame give maximum load stability.

High quality tilting carriage
Integrated tilting and side shifting fork carriage
developed to eliminate mast deflection at high
lifts.

High definition LCD CCTV
system
Allows operator to stack safely to
13 metres with minimum fatigue.
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FLEXI NARROW AISLE

The power to store higher for less.

For Hi Bay warehouses needing fast
throughput capability and very narrow
aisle storage density, Flexi HiMAX AC
provides the perfect solutions.

FIXED “CLEAR VISION” MAST
Operators have
excellent forward
visibility thanks to the
triplex free lift mast,
with its twin side
mounted lift cylinders.
Safe forward pallet
pick up and set down.

HEAVY DUTY ARTICULATION UNIT
Developed to allow
precision stacking to over
12 metres.

TRUE RADIUS® CHASSIS

HIGH DEFINITION LCD CCTV

The compact chassis
option allows higher
lifts and heavier loads
without the need
for extended wheel
arches.

Allows operator
to stack up to
13 metres
safely and
productively.

CUSHION TYRES
Cushion tyres allow
operation on standard
warehouse floors.
Low point loadings
compared to guided
VNA trucks.

HIGH-BACK SEAT
Optional fully
adjustable highback seat with arm
rests can reduce
fatigue and improve
productively.

DOUBLE DEEP OPTION
Telescopic double deep
fork version provides
extra 50% storage
capacity over reach
trucks for true bulk
store operations.

EASY BATTERY CHANGE
Low rear lift off
or roll off for fast
changeovers.
Good access for
battery topping.
No motors hidden
underneath.

INTEGRAL TILTING AND SIDE
SHIFTING FORKS
Full forward and back
fork tilt facility at full lift
height, with minimum
lift mast deflection for
fast operation.
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